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WELCOME

Catholic Development Practice 

'I prefer a church which is bruised, hurting and dirty because it has been out on the streets, rather 
than a church which is unhealthy from being confined and from clinging to its own security’ 
exclaimed Pope Francis. His call to be a Church nearer to those who undergo hardship is 
accomplished all over the world by Catholic social workers. They belong to Faith Based Organisations 
(FBOs) such as Diocesan Social Service Societies, development organs of Religious Congregations 
and Civil Organisations set up by laity, inspired by their Faith. Following the Catholic Social Teaching 
(CST), these Faith Based Development practitioners see today a new parallel evolving in Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs). Thousands of these Catholic Organisations engaging in development 
practice all over the world are also looking for contemporary theories and practice guidelines.



ROME TRAINING
ROME TRAINING is an attempt by the Claretians and Mission Project Service to address the 
concerns of faith-based development practitioners. Based on professional social work methods, it 
involves Catholic social work theories which guide those engaged in various social apostolates. The 
term ‘ROME’ not only refers to the eternal city but also returning to the roots of Charity which has 
guided two thousand years of Catholic Social Apostolate.

Fr. George Lanithottam, CMF, Claretianum, Mr. Arthur Pingolt, MPS, Mrs. Jennifer Pingolt, MPS, Fr. Lord Winner, CMF, 
PROCLADE Internazionale, Fr. Volo Pérez Ricardo, CMF, Claretianum and Fr. Maurizio Bevilacqua, cmf (Photo below).
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ANNOUNCEMENT
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CONCEPT

Many Congregations experience today a bottleneck situation, of drying of traditional sources and 
emergence of new mission territories demanding financial resources. Responses are not easily available. 
Another phenomenon is the fast-evolving philanthropic landscape triggered by technological advances 
and discerning donors. Congregational leaders and Bishops are overwhelmed by these situations and 
there is a genuine search for credible answers. The Project Management and Fundraising Training is 
one of the responses to this situation. It brings together experts from Catholic donor agencies, 
development consultants, practitioners of Religious Congregations, Dioceses and laity to explore 
together a viable solution that can be replicated across the world in Catholic development practice.

The training offers a package of five days where the participants learn the components of project 
management as well as theories of fundraising. There are ample chances to interact with representatives 
of major Catholic donor agencies to know the present trends in fundraising, priorities of donors and 
sharing of success stories. Expert advice is also offered to set up dynamic project management offices 
in the Congregations, one to one meeting with donor agency representatives and develop a project idea 
brought in by the participants. Important topics such as theory of change, participatory project planning, 
logical framework approach and project cycle management are part of this intensive training. Starting 
in 2019, the plan is to conduct every year a similar programme during the Easter Holidays. 

You are welcome to explore more about the Project Management and Fundraising Training that took 
place in April 2019 at Rome in this booklet.
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TRAINERS

THOMAS GERHARDS 

Expert in Development 
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Neef, Germany

PERCY PATRICK  
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Scottish Catholic International 
Aid Fund (SCIAF), Glasgow, UK

ANDREA CURRERI 
Program Manager 

Good Shepherd Foundation 
Rome

Dr. LORD WINNER CMF 

General Mission Procurator 
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Rome, Italy
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Communication Consultant 
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Coordinator – Asian Projects 

Manos Unidas
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President 
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Cebu City, Philippines
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Project Officer 
Italian Episcopal Conference, 

Rome, Italy

FR. GEORGE 
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General Mission 
Procurator, Rome, Italy

Dr. ROMUALD 
UZABUMWANA SAC 

Mission Secretary 
Pallotine Congregation, Rome

Sr. JOAN LYNCH SSPC 

Mission Secretary 
Missionary Sisters of St.Peter 

Claver, Rome, Italy

Sr. LAMBERTINE 
PHILIPSEN SSPC 

Vice Mission Secretary 
Missionary Sisters of St.Peter 

Claver, Rome, Italy 
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INFOGRAPHICS OF PARTICIPANTS

1. Type of Participants

2. Male Female Ratio

3. Level of Assignment

Total number of participants : 52

Sisters

Male : 23.44%

Female : 29.56 %

Priests Brothers Laity

3

21

21

8

2Other Ministries

Local Development Apostolate

Provincial Government

General Government

6

15

28
30

Type of participants

Male Female Ratio

Level of Assignment

25

20

15

10

5

0

Male              Female
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4. Countries of present 
work of participants

5. Project related 
work experience

Expectations of the Participants 

1.    I want to learn more about managing projects – 11 participants 
2.    This Training will give me chance to have personal contact with funding agencies - 9 
3.    To learn how to write acceptable projects - 9 
4.    Find out how to fundraise for the projects – 8 
5.    Networking with other Congregations and funding agencies – 7 
6.    I want to know the expectations and policies of the funding agencies - 5 
7.    Want to update my knowledge in social and pastoral work - 5 
8.    To learn and then teach other members of the congregation - 4 
9.    Find out new funding agencies - 4 
10.  Want to know more about different fundraising methods - 3 
11.  Hope to learn how to approach the funding agencies - 3 
12.  I want to include Logical Framework Approach in my projects - 2 

Work not linked with projects

Work connected with projects

Engaged in Project  Work
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— Script by participant Sr. Sujata Jena SSCC

The Project Management and Fundraising Training for the Religious at Rome in April 2019 kicked 
off with a solemn official welcome by Fr. Xabier Larranaaga, CMF, the President, IVTC on 23 April 
at 9 am. Participants from 19 countries enthusiastically reached at the Institute of Theology for 
Consecrated Life, Claretianum well on time for the registration.  

Melisa Keating- Mission Project Service (USA) greeted each participant individually while registering 
them into the training and providing training kits to each. The distinct colours, sizes and features of 
the group made the atmosphere fascinating and exciting. Some stood in awe and wonder at the 
richness of diversity of this first-ever training by the Claretians. After the welcome address, the 
Moderator, Fr. George Lanithottam, CMF introduced to the audience, Fr. Lord Winner, CMF, the 
speaker for the first session.

Fr. Lord Winner started his session summarising the expectations shared by the participants. The 
following topics covered in his session: Objectives of the training, Linkage between Charism, 
Apostolates and Projects, Areas of Apostolic Development Practices, Development Organisation of 
Apostolic Congregations, lack of funding for apostolate, causes for lack of funding for apostolate etc. 
Fr. Winner highlighted the objective of the training: To empower the participants to procure funds 
for the apostolates using scientific methodology. By this, the participants were motivated and were 
interested to learn with curiosity.

DAY 1 OF PMF 2019
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In the next session, Gerhards expounded on the Topic “Theory of Changes and Stake Holder 
Management”. He insisted on the fact that Development Projects are “Change processes” which have 
to take into account the “theory of change” (Lewin/Kotter). A Project without an impact of positive 
change is of no significance. Mr Thomas continued on the ‘Need analysis’ and ‘baseline survey’. He 
explained how to get into the practical aspects of ‘need analysis and baseline data’. In effect, Mr 
Gerhards emphasised that theory of change, stakeholder engagement, baseline data and need analysis 
are crucial points for project management. To deal with it, one has to ask oneself the following simple 
questions: Where are we now?

Melisa Keating presented on the topic ‘Social Media and 
Fundraising’. The speaker introduced to the participants the 
number of present-day social media, the benefits of social media 
and the social media that are best for fundraising. It was indeed 
revealing as she introduced most of the participants to the use of 
‘Canva’, a graphic-design tool website for congregations’ mission 
advertisement and fundraising.  

After a short break, Fr. Lord Winner explained to the group the 
methods of working on the project, based on the learnings of each 
day. The participants were grouped according to the areas of 
actions and especially in the context of the project and the 
expected outcome (change) of the intervention of the project.  The 
participants were reminded that the second day was going to be 
the toughest day of the training. Nevertheless, the participants 
were fresh at the end of the day and looked forward for the tough- 
learning- second day.

Where do we want to go? How do 
we get there? While reflecting these 
questions for a project, one is 
obliged to analyse the context, the 
needs, the stakeholders and the 
desired changes. In the afternoon he 
presented on ‘Project Landscape in 
Germany’. The speaker introduced 
to the group Development Agencies 
working in Germany. He also 
showed the various Church-related 
Agencies and more importantly, the 
trends and preferences of these 
Agencies...
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DAY 1 IN PHOTOS
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DAY 2 OF PMF 2019
The first major topic of the 2nd day was the Logical Framework Analysis (LFA). Dr. Glenda Antonio 
of Spring Rain Global was the moderator of the day. Fr. Lord Winner elaborately explained the what, 
why and how of Logical Framework Analysis (LFA). LFA is the heart and centre of any project. It is 
one of the basic requirements of the funding agencies today. Log Frame is a vision statement of a 
changed world view. It is the mirror of the project which comprises the goal, objectives, verifiable 
indicators, outcomes, sources of verification and detailed activities of the project, and so on. It also 
serves as a tool to evaluate what we do and to improve the actions of our projects. 

However, in order to design a Log Frame, problem tree analysis is the most central component. A 
problem tree helps to set outcome and objective of a project. Problem tree identifies the focal problem 
as well as the primary and secondary causes of the problem and effects of causes!

Fr. Lord Winner stressed the importance of involving the Stakeholders, namely, the target group, 
beneficiaries, staff, community members, in analysing the problem.  The participants took much 
interest in learning the Problem Tree analysis and Log-frame as these serve very important 
components in Project writing. The complex Logic Frame Matrix was simplified by the trainer. Videos 
on Logic Frame and Problem tree were played for the group to understand the concept well. 

The trainer expressed satisfaction with the participants in their learning on the topic. However, 
participants were asked to go in group to work on the projects of their own while applying the learning 
on Logic Frame and Problem Tree. Fr. Lord Winner was available for further consultation and 
clarification during the group work. 
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The second important topic of the day was Introduction of Funding Landscape in the United States: 
Both Mellisa Keating- MPS and Fr. Lord Winner CMF introduced to the participants the Funding 
Landscape of USA and Parish twinning.

The final session of the day was taken up by Dr. Giorgio Minella on the “Project Application and 
Process of CEI” (Italian Episcopal Conference). He explained about the origin and the history of 
Italian Episcopal Conference. And most importantly, he spoke about the scope of the CEI, 
requirements and eligibility of the project implementing agencies. He also prioritised the thematic 
areas of the project process and gave tips for writing project for CEI. Important and practical 
questions were raised; answers were given to clarify. Participants profited greatly from this session 
with CEI. Andrea Currari – GSF served as a smart translator to Dr. Giorgio Minella who spoke in 
Italian. It was another great day expressed by the participants!
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DAY 3 OF PMF 2019
Fr. George Lanithottam CMF was the moderator of the 3rd day of training. The day started with a short 
prayer. Fr.  Lord Winner presented the Basic Components of a Project Proposal in the first session. This 
include: Organisational Profile, Project Area Profile, Problem Analysis and Justification, Logical 
Framework Matrix, Implementation Schedule, Human Resource Plan, Financial Budget, Documentation 
and Reporting Plan, Monitoring and Evaluation Plan and Sustainability of the Project. Hence, when the 
basic components of a project are comprehended adequately by an individual s/he will be able to develop 
any kind of project with some abreast of information required by different funding or partner agencies. 
Fr. Winner elucidated each component of the project in details.

The other important component of the 
project presented by the trainer was Work 
Breakdown Schedule and Gantt Charts.  
In another way, it is also called 
‘Chronogram’ or ‘Time line’. Sequential 
activities are spread under the time line 
and executed accordingly. It is one of the 
vital aspects of the project which helps to 
implement the activities of the project in 
an appropriate time. It is very helpful not 
only for the implementation of the 
activities but also for monitoring and 
evaluation of the project as well as a 
supportive document for narrative and 
financial reporting during and at the end 
of the project.

Creating Cost & Finance Plans by Percy 
Patrick – SCIAF was the topic of the 
second session. Mr. Patrick offered some 
practical tips before going to his topic: 
Start small – It  takes time – Learn to walk 
first. A child learns to walk first and then 
runs when he/she gets confident. Once 
you get your capacities built up, do your 
bit and expand, was his modest 
instructions. He further encouraged the 
participants to do the basic research 
themselves.  He advised participants in 
these words: ‘get enough information from the people. People will give you very valuable information. 
Convert the information to the requirements of the funding agencies.’
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Mr. Patrick also explained the Sustainability aspect of the project. He presented some case studies 
on the Sustainability of the project which helped the participants to understand more on the topic.

In the afternoon we had Ramon Alvarez from Manos Unidas, Spain, the coordinator of projects in 
Asia. He presented about his organisation; it’s areas of work, project guidelines, reporting rules and 
so on. The participants were familiar with Manos Unidas as it funds to many Asian projects 
particularly in India. He took up many questions from the participants and threw lights on their 
concerns. After the input of the resource person the participants continued their work in groups on 
the application of Logical Framework.
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BUSINESS DINNER 
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DAY 4 OF PMF 2019
On day four, both Melissa Keating and Fr. Lord Winner, CMF together presented about Mission Project 
Service (MPS). Melissa started her presentation by informing the participants that the Mission Project 
Service (MPS) is a Catholic agency which helps missionaries to get their projects funded. She then 
elaborated on the MPS Funding Guide, Workshops and Webinars in details. Fr. Lord Winner responded 
to some of the important queries that the participants had regarding MPS.

Fr. Lord Winner then invited the Missionary Sisters of St. Peter Claver to share with the group about 
the mission of the congregation.  It was an eye opener for the participants to listen to the fund-raising 
strategies of the Missionary Sisters of St. Peter Claver whose mission is to raise fund for the projects of 
the missionaries especially in places where the Church is still struggling to survive. They raise funds from 
the ordinary parishioners and catholic schools by putting forward the project requests that they receive.  
It was revealing to know that the Sisters sponsored fourteen participants in the group to attend the training 
without which they would have missed the chance of such an important training program.

Mr. Percy Patrick – SCIAF presented on Interim – Final 
Report & Monitoring – Evaluation. The speaker gave very 
good tips on the topics with practical examples of both 
strength and weakness of project implementing agencies 
that he has observed so far in his experience. He pointed 
that when evaluating the efficiency of a program or a 
project, it is useful to consider if the activities were based 
on cost-efficiency, whether the objectives are achieved, the 
differences made in the life of the beneficiaries and how the 
project has positively impacted on the lives of people.  
Apart from the statistics and figures “it is important to 
collect and record human stories”, exclaimed the speaker.
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In the afternoon Fr. Romuald Uzabumwana, SAC - Mission Secretary of the Pallotine Congregation in 
Rome, spoke in depth about Child Protection in Project Environments and policies in different agencies.  
The speaker prioritised the importance for all Religious and Secular Institutions to ensure protection of 
children in our living and working environment. He remarked that the United Nations Organisation 
(UNO) mainstreams child protection within its mission today.  It makes its compulsory to all teams within 
a mission to have a responsibility to contribute in protecting children. He set the context in saying that 
the Catholic Social Teachings stresses the importance of communicating the love and compassion of God 
to all people in a variety of way. We believe that each child is a gift from God, born with inherent dignity 

and having right to respect. 
Protecting every young person 
entrusted to our care is not only our 
duty and responsibility but also our 
priority. The speaker then explained 
in detail why child protection policy 
is required in any organisations by 
clarifying what is child protection 
policy, what is child abuse and the 
kinds of child abuse. At the end, the 
assembly discussed at length the 
General Guidance for Child 
Protection Policies for the Diocese 
and Congregations.

Dr. Glenda Miro Antonio – CEO of Spring Rain Global presented her topic Philanthropic Development 
Office in Congregations and Dioceses. She emphasised the importance of setting Philanthropic 
Development Office in the Congregations and Dioceses in order to have a long-term sustainability of our 
institutions. She pointed out that there is a crisis on sustainability because there has been no financial 
plan or blueprint created for the future in our institutions.  She informed the participants about the 
importance of having financial plan in our 
institutions as it  is the roadmap to wealth 
and financial independence. Investing 
without a plan leads to lack of discipline 
where it allows our psychological biases and 
emotions to invade. Therefore, Philanthropic 
Development Office in Congregations lay the 
foundation for the institution to foresee the 
possible crisis or opportunities to function 
in the best way possible with the resources 
available to the institutions.  Dr. Glenda 
coached the trainees on how to find solutions 
to financial crisis in running our institutions.

In the last session the participants were asked to work on their projects in groups. They were excited and 
overwhelmed with the knowledge and resources made available to them on developing projects and raising 
funds.
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DAY 5 OF PMF 2019
The last and the most stirring day started off with a hymn to Mother Mary led by Fr. George Lanithottam, 
CMF, the moderator of the day. The Good Shepherd Foundation, Program Manager (Africa & Asia) Mr. 
Andrea Curreri was introduced to the group by the moderator.  ‘Our lives together sustain our zeal – we 
are no longer strangers as we share a common mission’, was the starting remark of Mr. Andrea. This 
touched the hearts of a good number of religious gathered in the training from across the world.

Besides, Mr. Andrea took much interest in presenting the United Nations Sustainable Development 
Goals (SGDs). He stated that Good Shepherd International works at the Economic and Social Councils 
of  the United Nations towards achieving the Sustainable Development Goals. He explained each one of 
the 17 SDGs which the United Nations is promoting to reach by 2030 with the help of the Governments 
across the world and the non-governmental organisations.

The trainer with his vast international experience in the field of 
Public Health, Education, Women empowerment, Economic 
Justice and Human rights, motivated and inspired the Priest and 
religious participants as he shared information about the 
operational mode of Good Sphered International through the 
years together with the laity; the ultimate beneficiaries being 
women, girls, children.  He made it clear that a high degree of 
quality and holistic approach in service is important today rather 
than quantity and fragmental approach.  Therefore, ‘building 
capacities and working together with religious and lay people with 
a joint approach to mission is the right direction’, exclaimed the 
resource person.
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The trainer stressed the importance of integrating these goals in our thematic areas of action and 
apostolates. By doing so, ‘the project would gain extra attention in the eyes of the funding agencies’, 
he added.  Andrea recommended to set up a Province development office in order to develop a culture 
of sharing among different provinces and communities.  

Later in the afternoon the resource person presented the funding facets of Good Shepherd 
International and Catholic and Secular Agencies. He also presented different funding schemes. He 
reminded us to include in our programs the following cross-cutting issues: gender, HIV, environment 
etc., because today all the donors are looking for these issues to work for. On the whole the resource 
person provided a very good consultation on how to bring social impact into our programs.

Fr. George Menamparambil SDB, General Mission Procurator of 
Salesians was another resource person for the day who inspired the 
participants by sharing the Salesian experience on Fundraising for 
Missions. It is an ordinary approach adapted by the Salesians from their 
founder. The founder Don Bosco himself came from a poor family who 
went through ordinary life. As a poor young boy he worked and raised 
fund for his studies. In the later stages of his life the founder raised fund 
though personal contacts. Therefore, by 1921 the mission was spread 
with 10 million regular donors from different parts of the world. The 
Salesians ‘continue the same strategies for raising funds till today for 
their mission’, Fr. George said. He revealed that the sources of Salesians 
funds are mainly from improved administration, individual donors, 
corporate donors, funding agencies and regional governments. 
Salesians even get funds from subsidiary organisations of United 
Nations, he added. The participants were much encouraged by listening 
to the strategies used by the Salesians and thanked Fr. George for his 
willingness to share this information.
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Certification and Conclusion : The organiser, Fr. Lord Winner solicited the presence of Fr. Xabier 
Larranaga CMF, the president of ITVC, Claretianum, and Fr. Joseph Kamiruga CMF, the Secretary 
General of the Claretian Congregation for the certification ceremony. The president remarked that 
the humble ceremony was about giving thanks to the people and institutions who have made it 
possible. He asked the participants to be more human in the broad human family.

Certificates were awarded to all the participants. Sr Paola Farrugia DSH, the Mother General of the 
Daughters of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus, Malta proposed the vote of thanks on behalf of the 
participants. Fr. Lord Winner, the organiser took the opportunity to thank everyone who were behind 
the successful training venture. He particularly expressed his gratitude to the local Claretianum 
community, those in charge of the food and hospitality, the trainers, team members for booklet 
preparation and the organisations which funded the programme. The whole group was filled with 
enthusiasm and hope as they bid farewell to each other.
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CONVOCATION OF PARTICIPANTS
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PARTICIPANTS SPEAK

This Training helps me to assist the Sisters who are engaged in activities 
through giving advice in developing project proposals and connecting them 
to funding agencies. 
Sr. Yuka Arita RSCJ, Japan, ASIA.

This is the first time I am attending such training program. I am going home 
richer. I am enriched to know the work done by many congregations in this 
aspect. Grateful for all organisers. 
Sr. Mhabeni Murry SDP, Sisters of Providence, India – ASIA.

I would like to summarise my learning with the words of Andrea “our lives together 
sustain our zeal”. Together we can achieve many things. So many trainers have presented 
all through the program. Each of them is very valuable. It is an eye opener for me to 
witness how people are ready to help and support the mission of others by sacrificing 
their lives. 
Sr. Sebastian, IHM – London, UK.

I was extremely happy to witness the ‘Networking’ and ‘collaboration’ of the Partici-
pants, resource  persons and funding agencies all through the workshop. This I think 
is prophetic. All our efforts need to be unified in transforming and healing the broken 
world which is constantly being wounded by today’s culture of greed over need. 
Sr. Sujata Jena, SSCC, Philippines- ASIA.

It is a very good program for religious to grow in transparency and 
accountability in project management. 
Fr. Auralandam Elango, SJ, India – ASIA.

Right step in the right direction for congregations like us to learn fundraising 
in this changing time. 
Mr. Richard Magana, Project Manager – Orione Community Development Centre, 
Congregation of Sons of Divine Providence, Kenya, AFRICA.

Through this training I came to know about many funding agencies and their 
views on project management. This will help me in carrying out the mission 
of my congregation among the needy people effectively.  
Sr. Shamindani Fernando RGS – Sri Lanka, ASIA.
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The training was intelligently coined with innovative facts, data and informa-
tion. This will help our general team to look at the various possibilities in our 
mission planning in the future. 
Sr. Sheeja Kolacherril SCSC– General Councilor – Switzerland - EUROPE

The training equipped me not only for mission but also for an effective administra-
tion. It will help me to ensure that the life and mission of the Congregation move in 
the right direction with great accountability, responsibility while providing a mea-
ningful service to the people. 
Sr Paola Farrugia DSH - Mother General of the Daughters of the Sacred Hearts 
of Jesus, Malta, EUROPE.

With the knowledge and experience I received through this seminar, I feel more confi-
dent and encouraged to write projects more effectively and professionally. I wish also 
to extend our mission, put systems in place and set up the mission development office. 
Sr. Sobha  Rani, JMJ – Director Social Service Society for the Congregation, 
India – ASIA.

I am very happy that we are creating an ecosystem to run the program of the 
congregation. I like the idea that the donors are coming here. Our goal is to 
help Congregations set up their Philanthropy Development Offices (PDOs) . 
I hope the Congregations take it up positively. 
Dr. Glenda Miro – CEO of Spring Rain Global – Philippines – ASIA – Resource Person.

It is a good opportunity for us to explain to the partner organisations, our objectives, 
project guidelines, areas of actions, and issues that we are interested in today for 
funding. In this way, both the funding agencies and the project implementing agen-
cies can save time and work more effectively. 
Mr. Ramon Alvarez, Manos Unidas – Spain, EUROPE - Resource Person

The training program has helped build the capacities of the participants who 
can ultimately bring changes in the lives of the needy people with the resources 
available to them. 
Mr. Percy Patrick, SCIAF, EUROPE – Resource Person.

This attempt is to set up a common framework for Catholic Development Prac-
tice where all the religious congregations can link their apostolates and work 
towards reaching the Sustainable Development Goals. 
Dr. Lord Winner CMF, Rome, ITALY- Organiser.
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LOOKING BACK …

•    The training has given me an overall picture of how to formulate a project proposal including Problem 
Analysis, Logical Framework, Implementation Schedule including activities (input and output), Financial 
Budget, Documentation and Reporting, Monitoring and Evaluation.  

•    I gained a lot of information on modern trends in social change and understood how it can be customised 
to our congregational apostolate. 

•    The topics were well chosen and presented to the utmost preparation with innovation. The atmosphere was 
very friendly and homely. There was a feeling of equality and openness in and out interactions. 

•    It was well organised with relevant resource persons with useful materials and executed appropriately with 
time management.

Overall rating of the course 52 respondents (some excerpts from Post Training Evaluation)  

Very good           Good             Satisfactory             Not-satisfactory                 Poor 
      36                    13                        3                                     0                                 0
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ORGANISERS

ORGANIZING PARTNER 

Proclade Internazionale Onlus, 
International NGO of the Claretians 
Via Sacro Cuore di Maria 5, 
00197, Rome, Italy. 
Email: procgen@cmfgen.org  
Tel: +39 0680910022 
www.procladeint.org

KNO WLEDGE PARTNER 

Mission Project Service 
2109 Beckenham Drive,  
Mt. Pleasant, SC  29466,  
United States of America   
Tel: +01 6128109147  
Email: info@missionprojectservice.org

LOGISTIC PARTNER 

Claretianum 
Institute of the Theology of Consecrated Life, 
Largo Lorenzo Mosa, 4  
00165 - Rome, Italy 
Telephone - (+39) 06 98376722  
Fax - (+39) 06 98376723



PARTNERS

FUNDING PARTNERS

KNO WLEDGE PARTNERS

Stitching Porticus  
Nairobi, Kenya  

Hilton Fund For Sisters  
United States

Missionary Sisters of  
St.Peter Claver  

Rome, Italy 

Manos Unidas   
Madrid, Spain

MISSIO  
Munich, Germany

Spring Rain Global   
Cebu City, Philippines  

Scottish Catholic International 
Aid Fund - SCIAF   
Glasgow, Scotland, UK

Confernza Episcopale  
Italiana – CEI  
Rome, Italy
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Editorial Team for the PMF Training- 2019 Booklet  
Ms. Melissa Keating, Sr. Sujata Jena SSCC, Mr. Andrea Curreri and Dr. Lord Winner CMF



REGISTRATION – PMF 2020

DATES 
14th to 18th April 2020 
 
 
VENUE 
Claretianum 
Largo Lorenzo Mosa, 4  
00165 - Rome  
Italy

Training Coordinator, 
Proclade Internazionale Onlus, 
Via Sacro Cuore di Maria, 5 
00197 Rome, ITALY 
Tel : +39 0680910022 
Mobile : +39 3319327967 
Email : projects.proclade@gmail.com 
Website : www.rometraining.org 

CONTACT

DESIGN & PRINTING : 
P. O. Box 185 c. 100 Yaounde, Cameroon 
Tel. : +237 675 39 00 21 
E-mail : cmf.cameroun@yahoo.fr


